WHAT IS FUR.LY?
Fur.ly is a very useful internet browsing tool that consolidates multiple websites into one short, manageable web address. It creates a convenient type of 'slideshow' of the selected websites and enables users to move from one website to the next with a click of the mouse.

HOW CAN IT HELP THE TEACHERS AND STUDENTS?
Fur.ly can be very helpful for teachers and students because it presents a list of all useful websites in one convenient web address. Teachers can easily compile a list of URLs that they want their students to research from and instead of providing them with a list of long URLs, they can direct students to the shortened URL created by fur.ly. Students can also benefit because all websites are conveniently present in one web address and they can cycle through them easily.
TOOL USAGE

1. Type “fur.ly” on your browser’s address bar.

2. Type the websites you need your students to access.

3. After you are done typing all the websites, click go.

4. You will receive your shortened URL.
5. Type the shortened URL on your web browser’s address bar.
6. You can browse all the URLs on one window. Just click next.
7. Have fun browsing.